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  Abstract
From the very first age of invention, synchronous generator is dominating the power generation 
system. At present, new demand has been raised to get secured and stable power supply. For the 
increasing demand, renewable energy sources are started contributing in power supply. In this 
system inverter plays a vital role. But inverter cannot give smooth transition especially when it is 
connected in a large number. On the other hand, synchronous generator can provide smooth 
transition. By connecting this idea with inverter, synchroconvertor concept has been developed.
In this paper, concept, component and mathematical modeling of synchroconverter has shown 
for further implementation of this system. To know the behavior of synchronous generator it is 
necessary to model it and this behavior will be implemented in synchroconverter to mimic it as
synchronous generator. So our main focus is to model and simulate synchronous generator. For 
modeling of generator, existing mathematical equations have been used and for the simulation
MATLAB software has been used. This paper will help for further work in the implementation 
of synchroconverter by providing results carried out by the modeling of synchronous generator.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Synchronous generator which is also known as alternator converts mechanical power to ac 
electric power. It is widely used converter in power generation. With the rapid development of 
new energy technologies more and more renewable energy sources are being used in power 
distribution. About 16% of global final energy consumption presently comes from renewable 
resources, with 10% of all energy from traditional biomass, mainly used for heating, and 3.4% 
from hydroelectricity [1]. In the national level, at least 30 nations around the world already use 
renewable energy contributing more than 20% of energy supply [2]. National renewable energy 
markets are projected to continue to grow strongly in the coming decade and beyond. Wind 
power is growing at the rate of 30% annually, with a worldwide installed capacity of 
282,482 megawatts (MW) at the end of 2012 [1]. Therefore it is quite clear that power system is 
achieving a great revolution in changing power generation specially centralized to distributed 
generation. For this generation, renewable generators plays a vital role as it has variable 
frequency ac sources, high frequency ac sources, dc sources and an important device or 
mechanism which converts dc to ac and this device is known as inverter. To specify more about 
inverter, we can think about the renewable sources, for example in solar power generation, 
photovoltaic arrays need dc to ac conversion. That means inverter is essential equipment which 
is going to control or dominate power system as more inverters need to be connected into the 
grid [7].
Current from renewable sources is modeled in such a way that it can take out the maximum 
power from the power source and inject them all into the power grid. By injecting maximum 
power to the grid, it would be possible to supply more power to the consumer. The policy of 
injecting all available power to the grid is good as long as renewable power sources constitute a 
small part of the grid power capacity [7]. That means the less contribution of renewable sources 
in power generation, the more stable system we will get. As renewable sources are naturally 
variable it cannot contribute in a large scale if we want to avoid power imbalance. Now-a-days it 
is seen in many cases that, controller associated with large conventional generator compensate 
2the random power fluctuation of renewable power generator and it also takes care of total power 
system stability and fault [7].
With the advancement of power generation through renewable sources, new type of inverter 
demand has been raised to operate renewable power generators at the same way as conventional 
power generators. This type of inverters can behave like synchronous generators. Inverter that is 
operated in this way is called synchroconverter. Now before implementing the idea, we will have 
to execute such a method so that we can control the inverter like a synchronous generator. That 
means it has to be redesigned so that it can behave in such a manner that a synchronous generator 
does. For this we have to integrate the inverters into the existing system of the generation of 
power system. In this paper it has been focused mainly on modeling and the simulation of 
synchronous generator.
1.2 Literature Survey
There are papers related to the idea of synchroconverter. In [3], concept of virtual synchronous 
machine (VISMA) was proposed where it is found that, to calculate phase current of VISMA, 
voltages at the point of common coupling with grid are measured. This phase currents are used 
as reference current for inverter where it behaves as current source. While tracking the current, if 
it is found that the current tracking error is small, inverter will behave like synchronous machine. 
Tracking of reference current and voltage is the limitation of this work. On the other hand 
synchroconverter does not need to track reference current and voltage [7].
The idea of virtual synchronous generator (VSG) was proposed in [5], where short term energy 
storage system is added to the inverter which can provide virtual inertia to the system. Limitation 
of this idea is long term storage system cannot be used. In synchroconverter, short term energy 
storage function can be implemented using long term storage system [7].
1.3 Scope of the present work
The idea of the synchroconverter can be applied either to single distributed generators, or group 
of distributed generators. Single distributed generator may be more appropriate to individual 
owners of distributed generators on the other hand the group of distributed generators is more 
economical and easier to control from the point of view of the network operator [6]. In this 
3paper, synchronous generator model has been presented. If this behavior can be shown in the 
inverter, it will work like a synchronous generator. Synchronous generator’s maintenance is very 
expensive. To operate synchronous generator it requires huge energy. If there is any problem in 
one synchronous generator, it will affect other generators in the system. On the other hand 
synchroconverter is a power electronic device with energy storage system which can filter the 
random fluctuations [7].
1.4 Thesis Layout
As we seen in chapter 1, it is organized with introduction part which includes background, 
literature survey, and scope of the present work and thesis layout of the paper. This paper 
portrays the concept of synchroconverter with necessary elements like component and 
mathematical modeling and in chapter 2 these materials are given. In Chapter 3 the modeling of 
synchronous generator is pictured by providing essential algebraic equation, model diagram and 
the algorithm of the program. Next, in Chapter 4 simulation results are shown by concerning 
twelve different cases on synchronous generator. All these cases are categorized into three parts 
like short circuit test, changing value of mechanical torque and variation of field current value. 
Conclusion has been provided with scope for further work in chapter 5.
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Synchroconverter
2.1 Concept 
Before modeling and simulating the synchronous generator we would like to explain about the 
synchroconverter. Synchroconverter is basically an inverter which can behave like a synchronous 
generator. 
As synchroconverter mimics the synchronous generator, it has all the advantages and 
disadvantages of synchronous generator. The good property of synchroconverter is that, it is 
liberal about choosing parameters and their values according to our desire. The parameters which 
we can choose are inertia, friction coefficient, field inductance, mutual inductance, no magnetic 
saturation and no eddy currents [7]. At the time of operating the system, these parameters can be 
varied. On the other hand in synchroconverter, loss of stability due to under excitation can occur 
which is also a bad property of synchronous generator. It has a tendency to hunt which means 
oscillations around the synchronous frequency [7].
To control the synchroconverter, algorithms which have been established and justified more than 
a century ago can be used. When synchroconverter is connected to a utility grid, it will behave 
like a conventional generator. Using the same mathematical equations, we can operate 
synchroconverter as synchronous motor. In high voltage dc transmission line synchroconverter 
will work as a motor by sending dc power and another synchroconverter will work as generator 
by receiving that dc power at the other end of the line. The reason behind this case is, according 
to the grid frequency, the direction of the energy flow between the dc bus and the ac bus can be 
automatically decided in a synchroconverter [7].
2.2 Mathematical modeling
It has been seen that researchers have made different assumptions on modeling of synchronous 
machine. In this paper, it has been followed a nonlinear passive dynamic system while making 
no assumptions on signals. It has been considered a round rotor machine to make all stator 
inductances constant [7].
52.2.1 Electrical part
The mutual inductance between field coil and all three stator coils can be varied with rotor angle, 
θ as follows:
ṹ௔௙ = ṹ௙ cos θ
ṹ௕௙ = ṹ௙ cos(θ − 2π3 )
ṹ௖௙ = ṹ௙ cos(θ − 4π3 )
Here ṹ௙> 0. The flux linkages of the windings are-
ߔ௔ = ṷⱪ௔ − ṹⱪ௕ − ṹⱪ௖ + ṹ௔௙ⱪ௙
ߔ௕ = ṷⱪ௕ − ṹⱪ௔ − ṹⱪ௖ + ṹ௕௙ⱪ௙
ߔ௖ = ṷⱪ௖ − ṹⱪ௔ − ṹⱪ௕ + ṹ௖௙ⱪ௙
ߔ௙ = ṹ௔௙ⱪ௔ + ṹ௕௙ⱪ௕ + ṹ௖௙ⱪ௖ + ṷ௙ⱪ௙
In above equations,ⱪ௔, ⱪ௕ and ⱪ௖ represent stator phase currents and ⱪ௙represents rotor excitation 
current. Now, flux matrix ߔ is formed by:
ߔ = ൥ߔ௔ߔ௕ߔ௖ ൩ = ൥
ṷ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ ṷ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ ṷ ൩ ൥
ⱪ௔ⱪ௕ⱪ௖ ൩ + ṹ௙ⱪ௙ cos ߠ
෫
After adding [M-M] with L we can get that,
ߔ = ൥ṷ + ṹ − ṹ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ ṷ + ṹ − ṹ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ ṷ + ṹ − ṹ൩ ൥
ⱪ௔ⱪ௕ⱪ௖ ൩ + ṹ௙ⱪ௙ cos ߠ
෫
Here L= self inductance and M= mutual inductance of coils of stator windings.
6And               cos ߠ෫ = ൦
cos ߠcos ቀߠ − ῼగᾨ ቁ
cos ቀߠ − ᾬగᾨ ቁ
൪
We are assuming that L+ṹ = ṷௌ . If we put this on above equation we can get that,
ߔ =  ൥ṷ௦ 0 00 ṷ௦ 00 0 ṷ௦൩ + ൥
−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ൩  ∗ ൥
ⱪ௔ⱪ௕ⱪ௖ ൩ + ṹ௙ⱪ௙ cos ߠ
෫
Figure 1: Structure of a three-phase round rotor SG.
Again we are assuming that neutral line is not connected. In that case,  
ⱪ௔ + ⱪ௕ + ⱪ௖ = 0
7As a result we can find that൥−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ−ṹ −ṹ −ṹ൩ ∗ ൥
ⱪ௔ⱪ௕ⱪ௖ ൩ = 0. The equation of flux will be the 
following:
ߔ = ṷ௦ⱪ + ṹ௙ⱪ௙ cos ߠ෫                   (1)
Here, ⱪ = ൥ⱪ௔ⱪ௕ⱪ௖ ൩. Now field flux linkage can be represented as 
ߔ௙ = ṹ௙ cos ߠⱪ௔ + ṹ௙ cos ൬ߠ − 2ߨ3   ⱪ௕ + ṹ௙ cos ൬ߠ − 4ߨ3   ⱪ௖ + ṷ௙ⱪ௙
⇒ ߔ௙ = ṷ௙ⱪ௙ + ṹ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉              (2)
Here 〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉 means dot product or inner product of “ⱪ” and “cos ߠ෫ ”.
From equation (1), Phase terminal voltage ݒ = [ݒ௔ ݒ௕ ݒ௖]்can be obtained as:
ݒ = −ẉ௦ⱪ − ẛߔẛݐ = −ẉ௦ⱪ − ṷ௦ ẛⱪẛݐ + ⱡ             (3)
In equation (3) resistance of stator windings is represented as ẉ௦ and ⱡ = [ⱡ௔ ⱡ௕ ⱡ௖]் is back 
electromotive force (emf) due to rotor movement given by the following equation:
ⱡ = −ṹ௙ ẛẛݐ ൫ⱪ௙ cos ߠ෫  
⇒ ⱡ = +ṹ௙ⱪ௙ߠ ̇ sın ߠ෫  − ṹ௙ cos ߠ෫ ẛⱪ௙ẛݐ             (4)
If ⱪ௙is constant then ṹ௙ cos ߠ෫ ௗ௜Ӭௗ௧ = 0
From equation (2) we can get field terminal voltage as given in the next page:
ݒ௙ = −ẉ௙ⱪ௙ − ẛߔ௙ẛݐ                           (5)
82.2.2 Mechanical part
Mechanical part of the machine is governed by the following equation:
ṳ̈ߠ = ẍ௠ − ẍ௘ − ṧ௣̇ߠ                        (6)
In the above equation, moment of inertia, mechanical torque, electromagnetic torque, and 
damping factor are represented by J, ẍ௠, ẍ௘andṧ௣ respectively. And 
ẍ௠ = ṳ ẛῼߠẛݐῼ + ṧ௣ ẛߠẛݐ + ẍ௘
Electromagnetic torque can be found by Energy (E) which is the following:
ṩ = 12 〈ⱪ, ߔ〉 + 12 ⱪ௙ߔ௙
= 12 〈ⱪ, ṷ௦ⱪ + ṹ௙ⱪ௙ cos ߠ෫ 〉 + 12 ⱪ௙൫ṷ௙ⱪ௙ + ṹ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉 
= 12 〈ⱪ, ṷ௦ⱪ〉 + 12 ṷ௙ⱪῼ௙ + 12 ṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉 + 12 ṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉
= 12 〈ⱪ, ṷ௦ⱪ〉 + ṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉 + 12 ṷ௙ⱪῼ௙
From simple energy considerations we can get electromagnetic torque as follows:
                                                             ẍ௘ =  ఋῴఋఏቚః,ఃӬ௖௢௡௦௧௔௡௧ . This is equivalent to,
ẍ௘ =  ߜṩߜߠฬ௜,௜Ӭ௖௢௡௦௧௔௡௧ 
Thus we can get the following equation of electromagnetic torque:
ẍ௘ = −ṹ௙ⱪ௙ 〈ⱪ, ߜߜߠ cos ߠ෫ 〉
=> ẍ௘ = ṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, sın ߠ෫ 〉
=> ẍ௘ = 〈ⱪ, ṹ௙ⱪ௙ sın ߠ෫ 〉              (7)
9If ⱪ = ⱪΏ sın ߔ෫ for arbitrary angle Φ, then electromagnetic torque will be:
ẍ௘ = ṹ௙ⱪ௙ⱪΏ〈sın ߔ෫ , sın ߠ෫ 〉 = 32 ṹ௙ⱪ௙ⱪΏ cos(ߠ − ߔ)
If ⱪ௙ is constant, from equation (4) and (7) we can get that,
ẍ௘̇ߠ = 〈ⱪ, ⱡ〉.
2.3 Components
Most essential component of synchroconverter is DC to AC converter which is used to convert 
DC power to AC power (three - phase). At the time of switching, voltage ripple may increase. In 
this case, it is needed to reduce voltage ripple. For this reason, it is essential to use three legs 
inverter which use pulse width modulation and LC filters for this reduction process. It can also 
be used in the reduction of current ripple. When it is connected in grid, it is needed to include the 
grid impedance with the inductors impedance. Now, it has been considered that we have an 
infinite bus after the circuit breaker section, at the same time neutral line is not connected in the 
system.
Figure 2: Power part of synchroconverter-a three phase inverter, including LC filters.
From the figure (2) we can see that, left side of the three parallel capacitors is the power part of 
synchroconverter. By controlling voltage and current ripple we can find that, power part of the 
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synchroconverter is behaving like synchronous generator. There must have an energy storage on 
the DC bus because the power absorbed from the DC bus is representing the power  that has been 
taken both from the imaginary prime mover and the inertia of the rotating part of the imaginary 
synchronous generator. In switching control it is needed to use digital signal processing and its 
associated circuits which will run a special program to do this controlling job. DSP is called 
electronic part of synchroconverter and it is also known as the controller of the synchroconverter. 
For the electronic part, components like various voltage and current sensors, Analog/Digital 
convertor and signal conditioning circuits will be needed.
2.3.1 Power part
Power part consists of three phase legs and a three phase LC filter which are used suppress the 
switching noise. If the inverter is to be connected to be connected to the grid, the three more 
inductors ṷ௚ with series resistance and a circuit breaker are needed to interface with the grid. By 
not using voltage sourceݒ௙, adjustable dc current source ⱪ௙ is used for the imaginary field rotor 
winding of synchroconverter [7]. If ⱪ௙ is constant, then from (4) we can get that
                                             ⱡ = ṹ௙ⱪ௙ߠ ̇ sın ߠ෫                                                 (i)
2.3.2 Electronic part
                                            ̇ߠ                        ߠ
ẍ௠
                         ẍ௘
              ṹ௙ⱪ௙                                                                   ⱪ
Figure 3: Electronic part of a synchroconverter (without control).
ṧ௣
1ṳݏ 1ݏ
Eqn. (7)
Eqn. (i)
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It has been seen from the inverter legs that the real power P can be defined as following:
݌ = 〈ⱪ, ⱡ〉
At the same time, reactive power Q can be defined as the following:
ẇ = 〈ⱪ, ⱡ௤〉
Here ⱡ௤can be represented as following:
ⱡ௤ = ̇ߠṹ௙ⱪ௙ sın ቀߠ − ߨ2ቁ = −̇ߠṹ௙Ἱ௙ cos ߠ෫෫
Using the above equation, real power P can be represented as:
݌ = ̇ߠṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, sın ߠ෫ 〉
And the reactive power can be represented as:
ẇ = −̇ߠṹ௙ⱪ௙〈ⱪ, cos ߠ෫ 〉
For ⱪ = ⱪΏ sın ߔ෫ then real power P can be written as:
݌ = 32 ̇ߠṹ௙ⱪ௙ⱪΏ cos(ߠ − ߔ)
And reactive power can be written as:
ẇ = 32 ̇ߠṹ௙ⱪ௙ⱪΏ sin(ߠ − ߔ)
We can write equation (6) as following:
̈ߠ = 1ⱬ (ẍ௠ − ẍ௘ − ṧ௣̇ߠ)
Here the mechanical torque is a control input, at the same time electromagnetic torque is 
depending on inductor currents (ⱪ) ẘⱶẛ ߠ . This above equation along with the equation of 
reactive power Q has been implemented in electronic part. ẍ௠ , ṹ௙ⱪ௙ are used as the control 
12
input. A controller is needed which can generate the signal  ẍ௠ and ṹ௙ⱪ௙ for maintaining system 
stability.
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CHAPTER 3
Generator Modeling
Synchronous generators can operate together which can form a large power system supplying 
electrical energy to the load side or consumers. In real life hundreds of generators are operating 
in parallel which are interconnected by transmission lines.
Model diagram
Figure 4: single line diagram for the system
At steady state condition, 
ṿߔௗ = ẑௗ − ݓΏߔ௤ − ẉ௔ⱪௗ + ߔ௤ṿߜ
Here,ẑௗ = direct axis voltage, ẉ௔= machine resistance, ⱪௗ = direct axis current.
In the steady state condition 2nd derivation of Φdand δ is zero.
                       So,                                  0 =  ẑௗ − ݓΏߔ௤ − ẉ௔ⱪௗ
ẑௗ = ݓΏߔ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ
Again for steady state condition we can get the equation of next page,
ṿߔ௤ = ẑ௤ + ݓΏߔௗ − ẉ௔ⱪ௤ − ߔௗṿߜ
Here, ẑ௤  indicates quadrature axis voltage, ⱪ௤ means quadrature axis current.
Since at steady state condition 2nd derivation of Φdand δ is zero.
Generator Transmission 
line
Transmission 
line
Transformer Transformer 
System 
Bus
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So from the above equation we can get,
0 =  ẑ௤ + ݓΏߔௗ − ẉ௔ⱪ௤
ẑ௤ = −ݓΏߔௗ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤
+                                      _                            +                                             _
ẑ௜௡                                                  ẑ௧                                                               ẑ௕
Figure 5: equivalent circuit of synchronous generator connected to infinite bus
From the circuit diagram we can find that,
Internal voltage is 
ẑ௜௡ = ẑ௧ − ṱ௧ݖ௠
And bus voltage is
ẑ௕ = ẑ௧ + ṱ௧ݖ௟
Field voltage, ẑ௙ = ẉ௙ⱪ௙
Power factor, ݌ⱥ =  ௉௏ԈӺ  ∗ ூԈӺ
Here, p = power
ẑ௧௠= machine terminal voltage
ṱ௧௠= machine terminal current
ẗ௠ ẗ௟
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Power factor angle, ߔ = cosିῺ(݌ⱥ)
Terminal voltage, ẑ௧ =  ẑ௧௠ +  (0 ∗ ⱬ)
Terminal current, ṱ௧ =  [ṱ௧௠ ∗ cos ߔ] + ⱬ ∗ [ṱ௧௠ ∗ sin ߔ]
Machine impedance, ݖ௠ =  ẉ௔ + ⱬẕௗ
As ẕௗ>ẕ௤ , so we use 
Machine impedance, ݖ௠ =  ẉ௔ + ⱬẕ௤
Line impedance,ݖ௟ =  ẉ + ⱬݔ
For the experiment, internal voltage has been used as the base voltage instead of terminal 
voltage. Following diagram shows phasor diagram which has been drawn for a lagging power 
factor condition of a system.
               ṱ௤                                                    ẑ௜௡         ṱௗ(ẕ௤ − ẕௗ)
          
                        ߔ        ẑ௔                 ṱ௔ẕ௤                  ṱ௤ẕ௤    
             ṱௗ      ṱ௔                    ṱ௔ẉ௔          
                                                               ṱௗẕ௤                   ṱௗẕௗ            
Figure 6: Phasor diagram
For changing the base we have to multiply all corresponding terms of phasor diagram by  
ݎⱷݐẘݐⱡ_ݒⱡẚݐⱷݎ. Here  ݎⱷݐẘݐⱡ_ݒⱡẚݐⱷݎ will be following:
ݎⱷݐẘݐⱡ_ݒⱡẚݐⱷݎ = ẚⱷⱶⱬ(ẑ௜௡)ẘẙݏ(ẑ௜௡)
Now we have to rotate the terminal current and bus voltage by the angle of rotate vector.
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In conventional way, flux goes through the negative direction of voltage. So the direction of 
terminal current is negative [8]. Conventionally when internal voltage (ẑ௜௡) goes to the positive 
direction, field current (ⱪ௙) will go in the upward direction.
ⱪ௙
ẑ௜௡
In our case internal voltage (ẑ௜௡) is going to the negative direction, so field current (ⱪ௙) will go in 
the downward direction [8].
ẑ௜௡
ⱪ௙
Terminal current, ṱ௧ =  −(ṱ௧ ∗ ݎⱷݐẘݐⱡ_ݒⱡẚݐⱷݎ)
Quadrature axis current, ṱ௤ = ݎⱡẘↄ (ṱ௧)
Direct axis current,ṱௗ = ⱪⅎⱦ(ṱ௧)
As well as the equation of field current is in the next page,
ⱪ௙ =  − ẘẙݏ(ẑ௜௡)ẕௗ − ẕ௔
Here, ẕௗ = ẕ௔ + ẕ௠ௗ
From the Phasor diagram we can get
ẑ௜௡ = ẑ௜௡ + ൫ẕௗ − ẕ௤  ∗ ṱௗ
Quadrature axis Bus voltage, ẑ௕௤ = ݎⱡẘↄ(ẑ௕)
Direct axis Bus voltage, ẑ௕ௗ = ⱪⅎⱦ(ẑ௕)
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Terminal voltage angle = ẘⱶⱦↄⱡ(ẑ௧) = delta0 (δΏ)
Bus voltage angle = ẘⱶⱦↄⱡ(ẑ௕) = delta (ߜ)
Rotor speed ݓ is related to synchronous speed ݓΏ by the following equation
ݓ =  ݓΏ − ݌ߜ
Terminal and infinite bus
We are assuming that bus voltage = ẑ௕ and terminal voltage = ẑ௧
ẑ௕ =  ẑ௧ + ṱ௧ݖ௟
Again,                                                    ẑ௕ =  ẑ௕௤ + ⱬ ẑ௕ௗ
After comparing these two equations we can get that,
ẑ௕௤ + ⱬ ẑ௕ௗ = ൫ẑ௤ + ⱬẑௗ  + ൫ⱪ௤ + ⱬⱪௗ (ẉ + ⱬẕ)
For steady state condition,
ẑ௕௤ =  ẑ௤ + ẉⱪ௤ −  ẕⱪௗ
ẑ௕ௗ =  ẑௗ + ẉⱪௗ + ẕⱪ௤
With transient we can get the following:
ẑ௕௤ =  ẑ௤ + ẉⱪ௤ −  ẕⱪௗ + ௑௪ ௗ௜Ԃௗ௧             (8)
ẑ௕ௗ =  ẑௗ + ẉⱪௗ + ẕⱪ௤ + ௑௪ ௗ௜Өௗ௧            (9)
Terminal to machine’s internal emf
Direct axis voltage has been denoted by ẑௗ, quadrature axis voltage has been denoted byẑ௤ and 
field voltage has been represented by ẑ௙.
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For steady state condition,
ẑௗ = ݓߔ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ
ẑ௤ = −ݓߔௗ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤
ẑ௙ = R௙i௙
In transient state, ẑௗ,ẑ௤, ẑ௙ can be rearranged by follows
ẑௗ = ṿߔௗ + ݓߔ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ                (10)
ẑ௤ = ṿߔ௤ − ݓߔௗ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤                (11)
ẑ௙ = ṿߔ௙ + R௙i௙                              (12)
Now, from equation (8) we get,
ẑ௤ =  ẑ௕௤ − ẉⱪ௤ +  ẕⱪௗ − ௑௪ ௗ௜Ԃௗ௧                 (13)
And from equation (9) we get the new one which is the following:
ẑௗ =  ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤ − ௑௪ ௗ௜Өௗ௧                   (14)
From equation (10) we can find the following:
ẑௗ = ṿߔௗ + ݓߔ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ
= 1ݓΏ ṿൣẕௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙൧ + ẕ௤ⱪ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ
From equation (11) we can find the following:
ẑ௤ = ṿߔ௤ − ݓߔௗ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤
= 1ݓΏ ṿൣẕ௤ⱪ௤൧ − ൣẕ௠ௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙൧ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤
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From equation (12) we can find the following:
ẑ௙ = ṿߔ௙ + R௙i௙
= 1ݓΏ ṿൣẕ௠ௗⱪௗ + (ẕ௠ௗ + ẕ௙)ⱪ௙൧ + ẉ௙ⱪ௙
Now after comparing equation (10) and (14) we get,
ṿߔௗ + ݓߔ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ = ẑ௕ௗ − ẕݓ ẛⱪௗẛݐ − ẕⱪ௤ − ẉⱪௗ
=> 1ݓΏ ṿൣẕௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙൧ + ẕ௤ⱪ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ =  ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤ −
ẕݓ ẛⱪௗẛݐ
=> 1ݓΏ ṿ(ẕௗⱪௗ) +
1ݓΏ ṿ൫ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙  + ẕ௤ⱪ௤ + ẉ௔ⱪௗ =  ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤ −
ẕݓ ẛⱪௗẛݐ
=> 1ݓΏ ṿ(ẕௗⱪௗ) +
ẕݓ ṿ(ⱪௗ) + 1ݓΏ ṿ൫ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙  = −ẕ௤ⱪ௤ − ẉ௔ⱪௗ + ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤
=> ẕௗݓΏ ṿ(ⱪௗ) +
ẕݓ ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ẕ௠ௗݓΏ ṿ൫ⱪ௙  = −ẕ௤ⱪ௤ − ẉ௔ⱪௗ + ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤
=> ൬ẕௗ + ẕݓ   ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ൬ẕ௠ௗݓ   ṿ൫ⱪ௙  = −ẕ௤ⱪ௤ − ẉ௔ⱪௗ +  ẑ௕ௗ − ẉⱪௗ − ẕⱪ௤
=> ቀ௑Өᾯ௑௪ ቁ ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ቀ௑ӺӨ௪ ቁ ṿ൫ⱪ௙  =  ẑ௕ௗ − (ẉ + ẉ௔)ⱪௗ − (ẕ + ẕ௤)ⱪ௤                            (15) 
Now after comparing equation (11) and (13) we get,
ṿߔ௤ − ݓߔௗ + ẉ௔ⱪ௤ = ẑ௕௤ − ẉⱪ௤ +  ẕⱪௗ − ẕݓ ẛⱪ௤ẛݐ
=> 1ݓΏ ṿ൫ẕ௤ⱪ௤  − ൫ẕௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙  + ẉ௔ⱪ௤ =  ẑ௕௤ − ẉⱪ௤ + ẕⱪௗ −
ẕݓΏ  ṿ(ⱪ௤)
=> ൬ẕ௤ + ẕݓ   ṿ൫ⱪ௤  = ẑ௕௤ + ẕⱪௗ − ẉⱪ௤ + ẕௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙ − ẉ௔ⱪ௤
=> ቀ௑Ԃᾯ௑௪ ቁ ṿ൫ⱪ௤  = ẑ௕௤ + (ẕ + ẕௗ)ⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙ − (ẉ + ẉ௔)ⱪ௤                                   (16)
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We are assuming that,
ẕௗ + ẕ = ẕ௘௤Ө
ẉ + ẉ௔ = ẉ௘௤
ẕ௤ + ẕ = ẕ௘௤Ԃ
Equation (15) can be represented as follows:
=> ௑ӪԂӨ௪  ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ቀ௑ӺӨ௪ ቁ ṿ൫ⱪ௙  =  ẑ௕ௗ − ẉ௘௤ⱪௗ − ẕ௘௤Ԃⱪ௤                      (17)
Equation (16) can be represented as follows:
=> ௑ӪԂԂ௪  ṿ൫ⱪ௤  =  ẑ௕௤ − ẉ௘௤ⱪ௤ + ẕ௘௤Өⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙                             (18)
Field voltage can be represented by follows from the equation (12):
ẑ௙ = ṿߔ௙ + R௙i௙
=> ẑ௙ = ẕ௠ௗݓ ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ẕ௠ௗ + ẕ௙ݓ ṿ൫ⱪ௙  + R௙i௙
=> ẑ௙ − R௙i௙ = ௑ӺӨ௪ ṿ(ⱪௗ) + ௑ӬӨ௪ ṿ൫ⱪ௙  + R௙i௙                                                      (19)
From the equation (17), (18), (19) it has been rearranged in matrix form as [A] = [B] – [C] as 
follows:
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡
ẕ௘௤Өݓ 0 ẕ௠ௗݓ
0 ẕ௘௤Ԃݓ 0ẕ௠ௗݓ 0 ẕ௙ௗݓ ⎦⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤ ቎ṿⱪௗṿⱪ௤ṿⱪ௙ ቏ = ቎
ẑ௕ௗẑ௕௤ẑ௙ ቏ − ቎
+ẉ௘௤ +ẕ௘௤Ԃ 0−ẕ௘௤Ө +ẉ௘௤ −ẕ௠ௗ0 0 ẉ௙
቏ ቎ⱪௗⱪ௤ⱪ௙቏
                              [A]                               [B]                           [C]                                    (20)
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For rotor angle (δ) following matrix has been formed:
ቂ ṿδṿῼδቃ = ቂ0 10 0ቃ ቂδδ̇ቃ + ൥
0ẍ௘ − ẍ௠ⱬ ൩
The electrical torque is represented by ẍ௘ which has been found by following equation:
ẍ௘ = ݓΏ[ߔௗⱪ௤ − ߔ௤ⱪௗ]2
= [(ݓΏߔௗ)ⱪ௤ − (ݓΏߔ௤)ⱪௗ]2
= [ൣẕௗⱪௗ + ẕ௠ௗⱪ௙൧ⱪ௤ − (ẕ௤ⱪ௤)ⱪௗ]2
For modeling, 4th order runga-kutta method has been used instead of Euler method. It has been 
used because it would give more accuracy in calculation than using Euler method. Simulation 
results are given in next chapter. Following flow chart describes the procedure of modeling 
synchronous generator.
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                                              CHAPTER 4
Simulation Result
For the convenience of our calculation it has been taken some certain value in our paper.
Here,
Name of Parameters Symbol Values of Parameters
Power                        P 0. 8
Terminal Voltage ẑ௧ 1.0
Terminal Current ṱ௧ 1.0
Mechanical Resistance ẉ௔ 0.0006
Mechanical Reactance ẕௗ 2.159
Line Resistance                        R .03
Field Resistance ẉ௙ 0.00105
Line Reactance                      X 0.468
Mutual Reactance (Direct 
Axis)
ẕ௠ௗ 2.046
Armature Reactance ẕ௔ 0.113
Field Reactance ẕ௙ 0.045
Angular Velocity ݓΏ 314.16
Moment of Inertia                       J 3.36
Using the matrix we have built up a program and after simulation the program we have got some 
certain values of Mechanical, Electrical Torque, Terminal Voltage and current, torque angle 
delta, rotor speed.
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Fig: Mechanical torque, Electrical Torque, Terminal Voltage, Terminal Current, Torque speed, 
Torque angle delta
From our main code, we have got some certain values given as follows,
Mechanical Torque, ẍ௠ = 0.8120
Electrical Torque, ẍ௘= 0.8060
Terminal Voltage, ẑ௧ =1
Terminal Current, ṱ௧ = 1
Torque angle delta, ߜ =1.0363
Rotor speed, ω = 0.1108
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Case1: Mechanical torque is reduced to 0.9 of previous value when time duration, t=0 to 10sec at 
time step, dt= 0.0001
According to this case, Mechanical Torque, ẍ௠Ώ = 0.9*ẍ௠
Fig 4.1.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.1.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.1.3:  Time 
Vs. Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.1.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.1.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.1.6:  
Time Vs. delta
In this case, Mechanical torque is reduced to 0.9 of its previous value. From the Torque equation 
the previous value of Mechanical Torque was 0.8120. From Fig 4.1.1 we can see that, the 
Mechanical Torque reduces from its previous value of 0.8120 to 0.7309 and after a certain time 
period the Mechanical Torque changes from its initial reduced value of 0.7309 to the final value 
of 0.8043
From Fig 4.1.2, the Electrical torque reduces from the value of 0.806 to the value of 0.7984 with 
the reduction of Mechanical Torque.
From Fig 4.1.3, Terminal Voltage increases from 0.1032 to 0.1038 as gaining the more power.
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From Fig 4.1.4, Terminal Current reduces from 0.9942 to 0.9936.
Moreover, 
P= ẍ ∗ω           
Again, Power, P= V*I where, V= voltage and I =Current.
So, V*I = ẍ ∗ω    where, ẍ = Torque and ω= angular velocity
So, the decrease of Torque will decrease Terminal Current.
From Fig 4.1.5, the Speed will be decreased with the reducing of Torque from the initial value of 
-0.5 to final increased value of -1.6.
In this case, with the change of the Synchronous speed the rotor angle delta also change.  
ௗఋ
ௗ௧ will 
be decreased if the rotor angle will goes high .On the other hand rotor angle will be decreased if 
the 
ௗఋ
ௗ௧ increases. It has happened for the balancing of machine’s speed and it is controlled by the 
Governor (prime mover).
From Fig 4.1.6, if we take the absolute value of rotor angle delta, delta will be decreased from 
its initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 1.0211.
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Case 2: Mechanical torque is reduced to 0.9 of previous where time, t=0 to 500 sec at the step of 
time, dt= 0.005sec.
Fig4.2.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.2.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque, Fig 4.2.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.2.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.2.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.2.6:  
Time Vs. delta.
In this case, Fig 4.2.1, Mechanical torque is reduced from 0.7368 to 0.7313.  Same as case 1 
Mechanical torque is reduced even in the long time duration and small step size of time and the 
wave shape stable in the value of 0.7313.
From Fig 4.2.2, Electrical torque will also be reduced with the reducing mechanical torque. 
Electrical torque reduced from initial value of 0.8060 to the final steady state value of 0.7259.
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From Fig 4.2.3, with the gaining of more power Terminal Voltage increases from the value of 1 
to 1.0465. Even for the high duration of time and sort step of time the terminal voltage will be 
increased.
From Fig 4.2.4, with the change of terminal voltage, terminal current also become changing from 
the value of 1 to 0.9488. So, the terminal current reduces.
Moreover, 
P= ẍ ∗ ω            again, 
Power, P= V*I where, V= voltage and I =Current.
So, V*I = ẍ ∗ω    where, ẍ= Torque and ω= angular velocity
So, the decrease of torque will also be decreased terminal current.
From Fig 4.2.5, as speed is inversely proportional to the torques so, with the decrease of torque, 
the speed will be increased from its initial value of
-1.2083*10ିᾬ to the final value of -9.23*10ିᾮ.
From Fig 4.2.6, with the decreasing of Torque, rotor angle also going to decrease from the value 
of -1.0363 (take absolute value) to -0.8684 (take absolute value). As, the speed increases, the 
rotor angle will be decreased cause angle is inversely proportional to speed.
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Case 3: Mechanical torque is increased to 1.1 of previous value where time duration is, t=0 to 10 
sec and the step of time duration is, dt= 0.001sec.
According to this case, 
          Mechanical Torque,ẍ௠ = 1.1*ẍ௠
Fig4.3.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.3.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig4.3.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.3.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.3.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.3.6:  
Time Vs. delta.
In this case, from fig 4.3.1, mechanical torque is increased to 1.1 from its previous value. From 
the torque equation, the previous value of mechanical Torque is 0.8120. So, the mechanical 
torque is increased from its previous value of 0.8120 to 0.8932 and after a certain time period, 
the mechanical torque changes from its initial increased value of 0.8932 to the final value of 
0.8195.
From Fig 4.3.2, with the increase of mechanical torque from its previous value, electrical torque 
also increases from its previous value. For the time being electrical torque increases from the 
initial value of 0.8060 to the final value of 0.8135.
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From Fig 4.3.3, with the increase of mechanical torque, terminal voltage is decreased from its 
initial value of 1 to the final value of 0.9962.
From Fig 4.3.4, torque is increased from its previous value. Torque is proportional to the 
terminal current. So, terminal current increases from the initial value of 1 to the final value of 
1.0065.
From Fig 4.3.5, speed will be increased from its previous value of 2.4*10ିᾮto the final value of 
0.0015.
From Fig 4.2.6, rotor angle delta increases with the increase of mechanical torque. It increases 
from the initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of -1.0516.
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Case 4: Mechanical torque is increased to 1.1 from the previous value where time duration is, 
t=0 to 500 and the time step duration is, dt= 0.005.
Fig4.4.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.4.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque, Fig 4.4.3: Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.4.4: Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.4.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.4.6: Time 
Vs. delta.
In this case, Fig 4.4.1, mechanical torque increases to 1.1 from its previous value. From the 
torque equation, the previous value of mechanical torque is 0.806. So, the mechanical torque 
increased from its previous value of 0.806 to 0.8872 and after a certain time period the 
mechanical torque changes from its initial increased value of 0.8872 to the final value of 0.8868.
From Fig 4.4.2, with the increase of mechanical torque, electrical torque is also increased from 
its previous value. Electrical torque increases from the value of 0.8060 to the final value of 
0.8798.
From Fig 4.4.3, with the increases of mechanical torque, terminal voltage decreases from its 
initial value of 1 to the value of 0.9187.
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From Fig 4.4.4, terminal current increases with the increases of mechanical torque. The terminal 
current increases from the value of 1 to the final value of 1.0772.
From Fig 4.4.5, with the increases of mechanical torque, speed also decreases from its initial 
value of 1.20*10ିᾬ to the final value of 1.28*10ିᾬ.
Rotor angle (delta) changes with time. As, the rotor speed is inversely proportional to delta and 
since the mechanical torque increases, delta also increases from its initial value of 1.0363 to the 
final value of 1.2848 as the rotor speed also decreases with time.
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For the short circuit test we have presented five conditions in this response paper. 
For getting more accuracy, we have taken short time duration (t=0 to10sec) with short step size 
of time (dt= 0.0001)
Resistance, R=0 and Reactance, X=0.
In the short circuit cases initial value will remain the same. Final value will be changed for 
different given cases.
Case 5: Short Circuit at the Machine Terminal for 0.1sec and same line afterwards when time is, 
t= 0 to 10sec at step of time duration is, dt = 0.0001sec.
Fig4.5.1: Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.5.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.5.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.5.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.5.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.5.6:  
Time Vs. delta
From Fig 4.5.1 we can see that, for the certain period of time (t=0 to 10sec), the initial value is 
fixed all the time and the initial value of Mechanical Torque is, ẍ௠ (initial) = 0.8120.But in this 
condition, same line exists after the short circuit period. So, the line becomes loaded with the 
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previous impedance. As, the line is loaded after the short circuit period, the Synchronous 
generator Torque is decreased as it is needed more power to rotate. Finally, the Mechanical 
Torque decreases from its initial fixed value to the final value of 0.8115.
From Fig 4.5.2, for the certain time period (t=0 to 10sec), the electrical torque at the short circuit 
period is same for all short circuit cases. So, the electrical torque has fixed value for this certain 
period (t=0 to 10sec) and the value is 0.8141.
Mechanical Torque is proportional to Electrical Torque.
ẍ௠ ∞ẍ௘
So, the Electrical Torque is also decreased after the short circuit period with the decrease of 
Mechanical Torque. So, the Electrical Torque is decreased from its fixed initial value to final 
value of 0.8056.
From Fig 4.5.3, for the certain period of time (t= 0 to 10sec), for the short circuit period, initial 
value is fixed all the time and the Fixed value of terminal voltage in this case is 1.011.
After the short circuit period, the terminal voltage gets changed from its initial fixed value to 
final value 0f 1, which is same as the given value of terminal voltage in the simulation. So, in the 
short circuit period, the value of voltage is changed, but after the short circuit period, the same 
line exists and for this reason, we get the same voltage gain after the short circuit period.
From Fig 4.5.4, for the certain period of time (t=0 to 10sec), the initial value of the terminal 
current for all short circuit cases are fixed and the fixed initial value for the terminal current is, 
It= 0.9789. But after the short circuit period, the same line exists. So, the current will be same as 
the given value in the Simulation. And the final value of the current is 0.9996 which is 
approximately 1. On the other hand, terminal voltage is decreased from its initial fixed value to 
final value, so the Terminal Current is increased and reaches to the final increased value of 
0.9996. After the short circuit period, the same line exists and the voltage decreases, so finally 
the current is increased from its initial value.
For the certain period of time (t= 1 to 10sec) from Fig 4.5.5, in the short circuit cases, the initial 
value of Speed is unchanged and its initial fixed value is -2.32*10ିᾩ. After the short circuit 
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period, torque is decreased at the same line which comes afterwards. So, the impedance is 
increased from the short circuit position. After the short circuit period, the machine gives more
speed than before to rotate the rotor winding. So, the speed increases from its initial fixed value 
to final increased value of 9.0058 *10ିᾮ.
For the certain period of time (t=0 to 10sec) in the short circuit cases, from Fig 4.5.6, the initial 
value is fixed and the fixed value for the rotor angle Delta is 1.0363. But after the short circuit 
period, the rotor angle decreases with the decrease of Torque. The final decreased value of delta 
is 1.0355.
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Case 6: Short Circuit at Machine Terminal for 0.1 sec and line of 1.5 of previous afterwards 
when time duration, t=0 to 10sec and step duration of time, dt= 0.0001sec.
In this case, after the short circuit period,
                 Resistance, R= 1.5*0.03   and
                Reactance, X=1.5*0.468*fac
For the short circuit cases, all the initial value is fixed for the certain time period.
Fig4.6.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.6.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.6.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.6.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.6.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.6.6:  
Time Vs. delta
For the certain value of time (t= 0 to 10sec) in the short circuit cases, From Fig 4.6.1, the initial 
value in the short circuit period is unchanged. So, the initial value of the mechanical torque is 
same as the initial value of mechanical torque in the previous case (case 5). So, the unchanged 
fixed value of mechanical torque in the short circuit period is 0.8120.In this case, after the period 
of short circuit, the impedances increase 1.5 from its previous value. So, the load is increased on 
the Machine and the rotor rotates with a reduced value. The mechanical torque decreases from its 
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initial short circuit period value to the final decreased value of 0.7578. Comparing with Case 5, 
in this case after the short circuit period, the line impedance is increased. So, the Mechanical 
Torque is decreased more than the Mechanical Torque in the condition of same line exists after 
the short circuit period (case 5).
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 10sec) in the short circuit condition, from Fig 4.6.2, the 
initial value is fixed and the initial value of electrical torque in the short circuit condition is 
0.8141. After the short circuit period, impedances are increased from its initial value. So, the 
electrical torque is reduced from its initial value of 0.8141 to the final value of 0.7527. 
For the certain period of time (t=0 to 10sec) in the short circuit condition, From Fig 4.6.3, initial 
value of terminal voltage is unchanged and its value is 1.0111. After the short circuit period, the 
impedances increase 1.5 from its previous value before the short circuit period. So, the potential 
difference increases with the increases of impedance. So, the voltage increases from its initial 
value of 1.0111 to final value of 1.01180.
For all the short circuit condition in a certain value of time (t= 0 to 10sec), from Fig 4.6.4 the 
initial value is unchanged and the value of terminal current is 0.9789 which is already mentioned 
in case 5. After the short circuit period, the terminal current decreases with the increase of 
impedance. So, the Terminal Current changes from its initial value of 0.9789 to the final 
decreased value of 0.9196.
In the short circuit condition the speed is unchanged in a certain value of time duration (t= 0 to 
10sec). The initial value of Speed in Fig  4.6.5 is -2.32*10ିᾩ.After the short circuit period, the 
impedance increases from its initial value, so the Torque decreases and Speed increases to rotate 
the rotor. So, the rotor needs much speed to rotate with loaded impedance than before. Speed 
increases from its initial value of -2.32*10ିᾩ to final value of 0.0011.
For the short circuit condition in the same time period (t=0 to 10sec), the initial value of delta in 
Fig 4.6.6, in the short circuit period is 1.0363.After the short circuit period, the rotor angle is 
changed from its fixed initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 1.0515.
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Case 7: Short circuit Machine Terminal for 0.1sec and  line will be 0.5 of the previous value 
afterwards when time duration is, t= 0 to 10sec  and  the step time duration is, dt=0.0001.
In this case, during short circuit period,
        Resistance, R= 0.5*0.03   and
       Reactance, X=0.5*0.468*fac.
Fig4.7.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.7.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.7.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.7.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.7.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.7.6:  
Time Vs. delta
For the certain value of time (t= 0 to 10sec) in the short circuit cases, the initial value in the short 
circuit period remains unchanged. So, the initial value of mechanical torque is same as the initial 
value of mechanical torque in the previous cases (case 5 & case 6). So, the unchanged fixed 
value of mechanical torque in the short circuit period is 0.8120.
In this case, after the period of short circuit, the impedances decrease 0.5 from its previous value. 
So, the load decreases on the Machine and the rotor rotate with an increased value than before 
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cases (case5 & case 6). In fig 4.7.1 the mechanical torque increases from its initial short circuit 
period value of 0.8120 to the final increased value of 0.8714.Comparing with Case 5 and Case 6, 
in this case, after short circuit period line impedance decreases by 0.5. So, the mechanical torque 
increases than the mechanical torque of the cases 5(after short circuit period same line exists)
and Case 6 (after short circuit period, impedance increases 1.5 than pervious value).
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 10sec) in the short circuit condition, the initial value is 
fixed and the initial value of Electrical Torque in the short circuit condition is 0.8141.
After the short circuit period, impedances decrease from its initial value. So, the Electrical 
Torque in fig 4.7.2is increased from its initial value of 0.8141 to the final value of 08642. 
For the certain period of time (t=0 to 10sec) in the short circuit condition, initial value of the 
Terminal Voltage is unchanged and its value is 1.0111. After the short circuit period, the 
impedances are decreased by 0.5 from its previous value before the short circuit period. So, the 
potential difference decreases with the decreases of impedance. 
In fig 4.7.3 voltage decreases from its initial value of 1.0111 to final value of 0.8806.Comparing 
with the previous cases (case 5 & case 6), in this case impedance decreases so, the terminal 
voltage decreases than the case 5(same line exists after the short circuit period) and Case 6 
(impedance increases by 1.5 after the short circuit is removed).
For all the short circuit condition in a certain value of time (t= 0 to 10sec), the initial value is 
unchanged and the value of Terminal Current is 0.9789 which is already mentioned in case 5 and 
case 6.
After the short circuit period the terminal current increases with the decreases of impedance by 
0.5. In fig 4.7.4, the terminal current changes from its initial value of 0.9789 to the final 
increased value of 1.0932.
In the short circuit condition the speed is unchanged in a certain value of time duration (t= 0 to 
10sec). The initial value of Speed in the short circuit period is -2.32*10ିᾩ.
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After the short circuit period, the impedance decreases from its initial value, so the Torque 
increases and Speed decreases to rotate the rotor. So, the rotor needs less speed than before to 
rotate with reduced impedance than before.
With the increases of torque, the speed will be decreasing from its previous value. In fig 4.7.5, 
the Speed decreases from its initial value of -2.32*10ିᾩ to final value of -0.0012.
For the short circuit condition in the same time period (t=0 to 10sec) the initial value of delta in 
the short circuit period is 1.0363.After the short circuit period, from fig 4.7.6, the rotor angle is 
changed from its fixed initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 0.0162.
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Case 8: Short Circuit at Machine Terminal for the 0.1sec and same line afterwards where t=0 to 
600sec and dt= 0.005sec.
During the short circuit period, 
         Resistance, R=0 and
        Reactance, X=0. In previous case (Case 5) of short circuit condition we have taken the same 
condition with time period of t=0 to10sec. But now we have taken the long time period, t= 0 to 
600sec.
Fig4.8.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.8.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.8.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.8.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.8.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.8.6:  
Time Vs. delta
As, we have taken the long step size of time (dt= 0.05sec), so the simulation responses the initial 
value of Mechanical Torque at the short circuit period is 1.0157. 
For the certain time period (t= 0 to 600sec) in the short circuit condition, the initial value is 
unchanged and the value is 1.0157. 
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But in this condition, same line exists after the short circuit period. So, the line becomes loaded 
with the previous impedance. As, the line is loaded after the short circuit period, the 
Synchronous generator Torque decreases as, it needs much power to rotate. So, finally, in fig 
4.8.1, the Mechanical Torque decreases from its initial fixed value 1.0157 to the final value of 
0.8120.
As, we have taken the long step size of time (dt= 0.05sec) so the simulation responses the initial 
value of Electrical Torque at the short circuit period is 3.4982.
For the certain time period (t=0 to 600sec), Electrical Torque at the short circuit period is same 
for all short circuit cases. So, Electrical Torque fixed value for this certain period (t=0 to 600sec) 
is 3.4982.
Mechanical Torque is proportional to Electrical Torque.
ẍ௠ ∞ẍ௘
So, the Electrical Torque also decreases after the short circuit period with the decrease of 
Mechanical Torque. So, the electrical torque in fig 4.8.2 decreases from its fixed initial value 
3.4982 to final value of 0.806.
In the previous case (Case 5) of short circuit condition, we have taken the same condition with 
time period of t=0 to10sec. But now we have taken the long time period, t= 0 to 600sec.
As, we have taken the long step size of time (dt= 0.05sec), so the simulation responses the initial 
value of Terminal Voltage at the short circuit period is 1.2007.
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 600sec) for the short circuit period, the initial value is fixed 
all the time and the Fixed value of Terminal Voltage in this case is 1.2007.
After the short circuit period, the terminal voltage changes from its initial fixed value to the final 
value of 1 which is same as given value of terminal voltage in the simulation. So, in the short 
circuit period, the voltage changes, but after the short circuit period, same line exists and for this 
reason, same voltage gain is seen after the short circuit period.
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As, we have taken the long step size of time ( dt= 0.05sec) and time duration , t= 0 to 600sec , so 
the simulation responses the initial value of terminal current at short circuit period is 2.9415.
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 600sec) for the short circuit period, the initial value is fixed 
all the time and the fixed value of terminal current in this case is 2.9415.
But after the short circuit period, same line exists. So, the current will remain the same as the 
given value in the simulation. And the final value of the current is 1.
On the other hand, the terminal voltage is decreased from its initial fixed value to final value, so 
the terminal current increases and reaches to final value of 1. As, in this case we have taken the 
long time period with long step size of time, so the initial value of the terminal current is high. 
After the short circuit period, the same line exists and the voltage decreases, so finally the current 
is increased from its initial value.
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 600sec) for the short circuit period, the initial value is all 
time fixed and the fixed value of speed in this case is -0.0041.
After the short circuit period the torque become decreases as the same line comes afterwards. So, 
the impedance increases from the short circuit position. For the same line exists after the short 
circuit period; the machine needs much speed to rotate in the synchronous speed. For this reason 
after the short circuit period, the machine gives much speed than before to rotate the rotor 
winding. So, the speed in fig 4.8.5 increases from its initial fixed value to final increased value of 
5.3982 *10ି8.
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 600sec) for the short circuit period, initial value is all time 
fixed and the fixed value of delta in this case is 1.0363.The final value will be the same as the 
initial value of 1.0363 as it is a synchronous generator and the condition is same line will be 
exists after short circuit period.
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Case 9: Short circuit at Machine terminal for 0.1sec and line will be 1.5 of previous value 
afterwards where time t= 0 to 600sec at dt= 0.005sec.
After the short circuit period,
       Resistance, R= 1.5*0.03
      Reactance, X =1.5*0.468*fac
Fig4.9.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.9.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.9.3:  Time Vs. 
Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.9.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.9.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig 4.9.6:  
Time Vs. delta
For the certain value of time (t= 0 to 600sec) in the short circuit cases, the initial value in the 
short circuit period remains unchanged. So, the initial value of Mechanical Torque is same as the 
initial value of Mechanical Torque in the previous case (case 8). So, the unchanged fixed value 
of Mechanical Torque in the short circuit period is 1.0157.
In this case, after the period of short circuit, the impedances are increased 1.5 times from its 
previous value. So, the load increases on the machine and the rotor rotate with a reduced value. 
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So, from fig 4.9.1, the mechanical torque decreases from its initial short circuit period value to 
the final decreased value of 0.8097.Comparing with Case 8, in this case, after the short circuit 
period, the line impedance is increased. So, the mechanical torque is decreased more than the 
mechanical torque in the condition of same line exists after the short circuit period (case 8).
For the certain value of time (t= 0 to 600sec) in the short circuit cases, the initial value in the 
short circuit period remains unchanged. So, the initial value of electrical torque is same as the 
initial value of mechanical torque in the previous case (case 8). So, the unchanged fixed value of 
electrical torque in the short circuit period is 1.0157.
After the short circuit period, impedances increase from its initial value. So, the electrical torque 
in fig 4.9.2, reduced from its initial value of 1.0157 to the final value of 0.8041
Comparing with the previous case (Case 8), in this case impedance increases, so, the final value 
of electrical torque will be decreasing more than the final value of the previous case (Case 8).
For the certain period of time (t=0 to 600sec) in the short circuit condition, the initial value of 
terminal voltage is unchanged and its value is 1.2007
After the short circuit period, the impedances increase 1.5 times from its previous value before 
the short circuit period. So, the Potential difference increases with the increase of the impedance. 
So, the terminal voltage decreases in fig 4.9.3, from its initial value of 1.2007 to the final value 
of 1.0569. But, comparing with the previous case (case 8), in this case impedance increases, so, 
the terminal voltage increases more than that of  the same line exists after the short circuit period 
in case 8. So, the terminal voltage changes from its initial value to final value of 1.0569.
For all the short circuit condition in a certain value of time (t= 0 to 600sec), the initial value is 
unchanged and the value of terminal current is 2.9415, which is already mentioned in case 8. For 
the long time period and long duration of step size, the simulation all time shows the high initial 
value of terminal current.
After the short circuit period the terminal current decreases with the increases of impedance. So, 
the terminal current changes in fig 4.9.4, from its initial value of 2.9415 to the final decreased 
value of 0.9683.
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In the short circuit condition the speed remains unchanged in a certain value of time duration (t= 
0 to 600sec). The initial value of speed in the short circuit period is - 0.0041.
After the short circuit period, the impedance increases from its initial value, so the torque 
decreases and speed increases to rotate the rotor. So, the rotor needs more speed to rotate with 
loaded impedance than before. With the decrease of torque, the speed in fig 4.9.5 will be 
increased from its previous value. The speed increases from its initial value of - 0.0041 to final 
value of 4.59 *10ିᾪ. For the short circuit condition in the same time period (t=0 to 600sec), the 
initial value of delta in the short circuit period is 1.0363. After the short circuit period, the rotor 
angle in fig 4.9.6 is changed from its fixed initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 1.2221.
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Case 10: Short Circuit at Machine Terminal for 0.1sec and the line will be 0.5 of the previous 
value afterwards where time period, t= 0 to 600sec and dt= 0.005sec.
After the short circuit period, 
       Resistance, R=0.5*0.03
      Reactance, X= 0.5*0.468*fac
Fig4.10.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.10.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.10.3:  Time 
Vs. Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.10.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.10.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig
4.10.6:  Time Vs. delta
For the certain value of time (t= 0 to 600sec) in the short circuit cases, the initial value in the 
short circuit period remains unchanged. So, the initial value of mechanical torque is same as the 
initial value of mechanical torque in the previous cases (case 8 & case 9). So, the unchanged 
fixed value of mechanical torque in the short circuit period is 1.0157.
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In this case, after the period of short circuit, the impedances decrease 0.5 times from its previous 
value. So, the load decreases on the machine and the rotor rotate with an increased value than 
before cases (case 8 & case 9). Because of the long time period and long period of step sizes, the 
initial value is all time higher than the final value. So, the mechanical torque in fig 4.10.1
decreases from its initial short circuit period value of 1.0157 to the final value of 0.8127.
For the certain period of time (t= 0 to 10sec) in the short circuit condition, the initial value is 
fixed and the initial value of electrical torque in the short circuit condition is 3.4982.After the 
short circuit period, impedances are decreased from its initial value. So, the electrical torque 
increases but for the long time period and the long duration of step sizes, initial value is all time 
higher than the final value . Comparing with the initial value, the final value is decreased from 
initial high value of 3.4982 to final decreased value of 0.8054.
For the certain period of time (t=0 to 600sec) in the short circuit condition, the initial value of 
terminal voltage remains unchanged and its value is 1.2007
After the short circuit period, the impedances are decreased by 0.5 from its previous value before 
the short circuit period. So, the potential difference decreases with the decrease of impedance, 
compare with the Case 8 and Case 9. So, the voltage decreases from its initial value of 1.2007 to 
final value of 0.9038.
For all the short circuit condition in a certain value of time (t= 0 to 600sec), the initial value 
remains unchanged and the value of terminal current is 2.9415, which is already mentioned in 
case 8 and case 9.After the short circuit period, the terminal current increases with the decrease 
of the impedance by 0.5 comparing with the Case 8 (same line exists after short circuit period) 
and Case 9 (impedance increase by 1.5 after the short circuit period). 
But, because of the long time period (t= 0 to 600sec) and long duration of step size (dt= 0.05sec),
the initial value is time higher than the final value. So, comparing with the initial value, the 
terminal current is decreased from its initial value of 2.9415 to the final value of 0.9683.
In the short circuit condition, the speed remains unchanged in a certain value of time duration (t= 
0 to 600sec). The initial value of speed in the short circuit period is -0.0041.After the short 
circuit period, the impedance decreases from its initial value, so the torque increases and speed 
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decreases to rotate the rotor. So, the rotor needs less speed than before to rotate with reduced 
impedance than before.
On the other hand, speed is inversely proportional to the torque. So,
ẍ ∞ Ὼఠ
So, with the increase of torque, the speed will be decreasing from its previous value.  The speed 
decreases from its initial value of -0.0041 to final value of -1.94 *10ିᾮ. 
Comparing with the Case 8 and Case 9 the speed will be decreased much more in this case. For 
the short circuit condition in the same time period (t=0 to 600sec), the initial value of delta in the 
short circuit period is 1.0363.After the short circuit period the rotor angle changed from its fixed 
initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 0.8990.
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Case 11: Field current is increased by 20% where, time t= 0 to 600sec at duration of step size of 
time, dt= 0.005sec.
In this case, 
Field Current, If= If+ (0.2*If)
Fig4.11.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.11.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.11.3:  Time 
Vs. Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.11.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.11.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig
4.11.6:  Time Vs. delta
In this case, field current increases 20% from its previous value. So, the mechanical torque 
decreases from its initial value of 1.1278 to the final value of 1.0161.
As, electrical torque is proportional to the mechanical torque, with the decrease of the 
mechanical torque, the electrical torque in fig 4.11.2is decreased from its initial value of 2.4923 
to the final value of 1.0070.
In this case, with the increase of field current by 20%, Terminal Voltage in fig 11.3 decreases 
from its initial value of 1.5864 to the final decreased value of 1.0633.
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In this case, with the increase of field current, Terminal current in fig 4.11.4 will be decreased 
from its initial value of 1.8940 to the final value of 1.2318.
In this case, with the increase of field current, speed will also be increasing. Speed in fig 
4.11.5will be increasing from its initial value of -0.0022 to the final value of 5.3044 *10ିᾮ.
With the increase of field current, torque angle delta in fig 4.11.6 will be increasing from its 
initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 1.1164.
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Case 12: Field Current decreased by 20 % when the time period, t=0 to 600sec and duration of 
step size of time, dt= 0.005sec.
In this case,
Field current, If= If- (0.2*If)
Fig4.12.1:  Time vs. Mechanical Torque, Fig 4.12.2:  Time Vs. Electrical Torque,   Fig 4.12.3:  Time 
Vs. Terminal Voltage, Fig 4.12.4:  Time Vs. Terminal Current, Fig 4.12.5: Time Vs. Speed, Fig
4.12.6:  Time Vs. delta
With the decrease of field current, mechanical torque in fig 4.12.1 increases from its initial value 
of 0.5659 to the final value of 0.6081.
As, electrical torque is proportional to mechanical torque, in this case, with the increase of 
mechanical torque, the electrical torque in fig 4.12.2 also increases from its initial value of 
0.0470  to the final value of 0.6046.
In this case, with the decrease of field current by 20%, terminal voltage in fig 4.12.3 increases 
from its initial value of 0.4302 to the final increased value of 0.9410.
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With the decrease of the field current, terminal current in fig 4.12.4will be decreasing from its 
initial value of 0.1196 to the final value of 0.7628.
With the decrease of field current, speed will also be decreasing. Speed in fig 4.12.5 will be 
decreasing from its initial value of 8.3417 * 10ିᾬ to the final value of −1.0013 *10ିᾪ.
With the decrease of the field current, the torque angle delta in fig 4.12.6 will be decreasing from 
its initial value of 1.0363 to the final value of 0.9243.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In this paper, a modeling of Synchronous Generator has been developed and tested which will 
help to simulate synchroconverter. It has been tested on MATLAB to get results of terminal 
voltage, terminal current, speed, mechanical and electrical torque and rotor angle of generator.
Using the already established equations, mathematical modeling of generator has been done. Our 
focus was to model synchronous generator so that a comparison can be done between 
synchronous generator and inverter. Modeling of inverter has not been provided in this paper. If 
the behavior of synchronous generator can be implemented by comparing synchronous generator 
with inverter, then a synchroconverter will work like a synchronous generator in the high voltage 
dc transmission line. So, this synchroconverter can take part in regulations of frequency and 
voltage of power system by frequency and voltage dropping. It has potential to disconnect from 
the grid as well as it can automatically reconnect. In this paper concept and mathematical 
modeling of synchronous generator has been provided. The concept and results can be work on 
inverter so that it behaves like a synchronous generator which will help in real life 
implementation.
5.2 Suggestions for further work
 In this paper, modeling of inverter has not been provided due to short time period. It has 
been kept for further research to establish synchroconverter.
 In the model of synchroconverter, it has been assumed that damper winding is not being 
used in the rotor. It is needed to do more research to find out whether using of damper 
windings in the rotor is worthwhile or not to implement a synchroconverter.
 Research on use of synchroconverter in different applications is needed. Due to short 
time period, details explanation of different wave shapes hasn’t been done and has been 
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kept for future research of the 12 case studies of synchronous generator which have been 
done here. 
 Having large inertia with synchronous generator is not necessary if synchroconverter is 
used instead of synchronous generator, but this large inertia helps to store more energy 
mechanically. Again, small inertia is good for power system stability but it is unknown 
that where this short inertia could be used in the large power grid. It is not presented here 
that which inertia is more advantageous.
 By using the mathematical model provided in the paper, investigation can be done on the 
stability of power systems by inverters operating in parallel.
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Appendixes
The following code was developed in MATLAB:
Case 1:
    clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
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    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.0001;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=0.9*Tm;
    Tm=Tm0;
for t=0:dt:10
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
           Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
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end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0; 
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
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ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 2:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=0.9*Tm;
    Tm=Tm0;
for t=0:dt:500
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
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for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0; 
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=delta;
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
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    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 3:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.0001;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=1.1*Tm;
    Tm=Tm0;
for t=0:dt:10
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
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for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
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      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 4:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=1.1*Tm;
    Tm=Tm0;
for t=0:dt:500
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
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for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
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title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
         xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 5:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.0001;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:10
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=delta;
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
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      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
  xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 6:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.0001;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:10
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=1.5*0.468*fac;
            R=1.5*0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
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       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
  xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 7:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.0001;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:10
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=0.5*0.468*fac;
            R=0.5*0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
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        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 8:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:600
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
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      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
        xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
     xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 9:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:600
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=1.5*0.468*fac;
            R=1.5*0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0; 
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
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      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
   xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
      xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
       xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
  xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 10:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:600
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
if t<0.1
          X=X*fac/2;
            R=R/2;
            Vbd=0;
            Vbq=0;
            X=0;
            R=0;
else
            X=0.5*0.468*fac;
            R=0.5*0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
end
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
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end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
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    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 11:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    If= If+(0.2*If);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:600
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
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                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
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    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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Case 12:
clear all;
    clc;
    P=0.8;
    lag_lead=-1;
    Vtm=1.0;
    Itm=1.0;
    Ra=0.006; % machine resistance
    Xd=2.159; % machine reactance
    Xq=0.7*Xd;
    R=0.03;% line resistence(0.016+0.002+0.012)=0.03
    Rf=0.00105;
    Xmd=2.046;
    Xa=0.113;
    Xmq=Xq-Xa;
    Xf=0.045;
    X=0.468;%line reactence(0.18+0.028+0.26)=0.468
    W0=314.16;% angular velocity
    J=3.36;                                               
    pf=P/(Vtm*Itm);%power factor
    theta=lag_lead*acos(pf);% power factor angle
    Vt=Vtm+0*j; % terminal voltage
    It=-[(Itm*cos(theta)+j*Itm*sin(theta))];
    Zm=Ra+j*Xq; % machine impedence
    Zl=R+j*X; % line impedence
    Vin=Vt-It*Zm; % internal voltage
    Vb=Vt+It*Zl
    rotate_vector=conj(Vin)/abs(Vin);
    Vin=Vin*rotate_vector;
    It=It*rotate_vector
    Vt=Vt*rotate_vector
    Vb=Vb*rotate_vector
    Vbm=abs(Vb);
    Iq=real(It);
    Id=imag(It);
    Vbq=real(Vb);
    Vbd=imag(Vb);
    Vbd0=Vbd;
    Vbq0=Vbq;
    delta=angle(Vb);
    delta0=delta;
    Vq=real(Vt);
    Vd=imag(Vt);
    Vin=Vin+(Xd-Xq)*Id;
    If=-abs(Vin)/(Xd-Xa);
    If=If-(0.2*If);
    Vf=Rf*If;
    dt=0.005;
    i=0;
    pd=0;
    intpd=0.0;
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    p2d0=0;
    cur(1)=Id;
    cur(2)=Iq;
    cur(3)=If;
    totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
    Tm=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2))+Ra*totcur^2;
    Tm0=Tm;
for t=0:dt:600
        W=W0-pd;
        fac=W/W0;
            X=0.468*fac;
            R=0.03;
            Vbd=Vbd0;
            Vbq=Vbq0;
        Xfd=(Xmd+Xf)*fac;
        Xeqd=(X+Xd)*fac;
        Xeqq=(X+Xq)*fac;
        Req=R+Ra;
        Xmd=(Xd-Xa)*fac;
        A=[Xeqd/W 0 Xmd/W;0 Xeqq/W 0;Xmd/W 0 Xfd/W];
        AI=inv(A);
        B(1)=Vbm*sin(delta);
        B(2)=Vbm*cos(delta);
        B(3)=Vf;
        C=[Req Xeqq 0;-Xeqd Req -Xmd;0 0 Rf];
        i=i+1;
for ii=1:4
for j=1:3
                di(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
if (ii==1)
                        dcur(k)=0;
elseif (ii==2)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==3)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt/2;
elseif (ii==4)
                        dcur(k)=mult(k)*dt;
end
                    di(j)=di(j)+C(j,k)*(cur(k)+dcur(k));
end
                di(j)=B(j)-di(j);
end
for j=1:3
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                mult(j)=0.0;
for k=1:3
                    mult(j)=mult(j)+AI(j,k)*di(k);
end
                sp(ii,j)=mult(j);
end
end
for j=1:3
             cur(j)=cur(j)+((sp(1,j)+2*sp(2,j)+2*sp(3,j)+sp(4,j))/6)*dt;
end
        Vd0=Xq*cur(2)+Ra*cur(1);
        Vq0=-Xd*cur(1)-Xmd*cur(3)+Ra*cur(2);
        Vt=sqrt(Vq0*Vq0+Vd0*Vd0);
        Vt_arr(i)=Vt;
        totcur=sqrt(cur(1)^2+cur(2)^2);
        Te=(cur(2)*(Xd*cur(1)+Xmd*cur(3))-cur(1)*Xq*cur(2));
        Tl=Ra*totcur^2;
        p2d=(Tm-Te-Tl)/J;
        pd=pd+p2d*dt;
        delta=delta-pd*dt;
        intpd=intpd+pd*dt;
        Tm=-(pd)/0.02+Tm0;
            time(i)=t;
            e_tor(i)=Te;
            m_tor(i)=Tm;
            int_pd(i)=intpd;
            speed(i)=pd;
            del(i)=abs(delta);
            It(i)=totcur;
end
    Te+Tl
    Tm
    cur(1)
    cur(2)
    delta
    Vd0
    Vq0
    B(1)
    B(2)
    subplot(3,2,1),plot(time,m_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('m_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{m_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
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    subplot(3,2,2),plot(time,e_tor);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('e_tor','FontSize',7)
title('\it{e_tor vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,3),plot(time,Vt_arr);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('Vt_arr','FontSize',7)
title('\it{Vt_arr vs time}','FontSize',7)
     subplot(3,2,4),plot(time,It);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('It','FontSize',7)
title('\it{It vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,5),plot(time,speed);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('speed','FontSize',7)
title('\it{speed vs time}','FontSize',7)
    subplot(3,2,6),plot(time,del);
    xlabel('time ','FontSize',7)
ylabel('del','FontSize',7)
title('\it{del vs time}','FontSize',7)
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